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Abstract—In this work, we describe the state of clinical monitoring in the intensive care unit and operating room, where patients are at their most fragile and thus monitoring is most heightened. We describe how large amounts of data generated by monitoring patients’ physiologic signals, along with the ubiquitous aspecific threshold alarms in use today, cause dangerous alarm fatigue for medical caregivers. In order to build more specific, more useful alarms, we gathered a novel data set that would allow us to assess the number, types, and utility of alarms currently in use in the intensive care unit. To do this, we developed a system to collect physiologic monitor data, alarms, and annotations of those alarms provided electronically by clinicians. We describe the collection process for this novel data set and provide a preliminary description of the data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hospitals have always used a wide array of medical devices to monitor patients. Many of these devices detect the intensity of various physical and chemical signals (broadly described as physiologic signals) in the body. Clinicians rely on the information from these signals to understand their patients’ current state of well-being, and how it changes over time.

The proliferation of inexpensive digital medical devices has allowed intensive care units (ICUs), operating rooms, emergency departments, neonatal units, and increasingly general care areas of the hospital to become “high technology” environments. In these areas of the hospital, many physiologic signals are now continuously monitored as part of routine clinical care. Clinicians (doctors, nurses, and other clinical caretakers) rely on the information from these signals to understand both a patients’ current state of well-being, and how it changes over time. Continuous digital monitoring is intended to allow clinicians to track changes in patient state more closely than would be possible with more sporadic analog measurements. The hope has been that this would allow for more accurate diagnosis, earlier anticipation of deterioration, and a clearer understanding of the impact of administered treatments, improving quality of care and lowering costs [1]. As “time to treatment” can be a key factor in morbidity and mortality rates for many dangerous conditions, continuous monitoring holds the promise to save lives.

Unfortunately, because digital medical devices can sample so frequently, they produce an overwhelming amount of data—far too much to be reviewed manually, as traditional data sources are. This data deluge is well documented ([2], [3]), and costs clinicians valuable time (see [4] for a study of how clinicians utilize their time, and how much is involved in managing health records/information retrieval). In an attempt to cope, clinicians usually either downsample the data, leading to loss of information that eliminates much of the promised benefit of continuous monitoring, or they are forced to rely on threshold alarms.

Threshold alarms are an attempt to allow clinicians to passively monitor a patient’s state continuously, with the device drawing their attention whenever the patient transitions from a normal, healthy state to a dangerous, unhealthy state. Threshold alarms are popular because they are simple, easy to implement, and easy for humans to understand. While threshold alarms can be vital in the timely detection of emergency states [5], [6], extensive research has shown them to be extremely limited, as they are unscientific in nature [7] and have a high rate of false alarms [5], [8]. The large number of erroneous alarms produced by medical devices in the ICU have been shown to cause clinicians to suffer from alarm fatigue, a desensitization to the presence of these alarms that causes clinicians to lose trust in the systems and begin ignoring them [9], [10].

Often, in an effort to reduce the number of alarms and seek relief from alarm fatigue, clinicians attempt to re-adjust settings on the monitor, or turn off certain alarms altogether [11]. Alarm adjustments may impede the ability to detect early signs of deterioration resulting in decreased quality of care [5], [12], [6]. Thus, the huge number of false alarms produced by bedside monitors is one of the most pressing issues in clinical care today ([13]). The Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation, the US Food and Drug Administration, the Joint Commission, the American College of Clinical Engineering, and the ECRI Institute have all highlighted a link between alarm fatigue and patient deaths in their joint report from the 2011 Medical Device Alarms Summit [14]. In 2014,
reducing alarm fatigue was considered so vital that the Joint Commission declared alarm management a national patient safety goal [15]:

Clinical alarm systems are intended to alert caregivers of potential patient problems, but if they are not properly managed, they can compromise patient safety.... There is general agreement that this is an important safety issue.

A reduction in the number of false alarms has been shown to improve patient safety [11], and various efforts have been made to reduce alarm fatigue by reducing false alarms. These efforts typically focus on improving workflow, establishing appropriate patient-customized thresholds, or identifying situations where alarms are not clinically relevant and shutting them off [14], [16], [17].

While efforts to improve workflow or disable irrelevant alarms have had some impact on reducing alarms, the fundamental problem remains: isolated threshold alarms cannot capture sufficient nuance in patient state to eliminate false alarms, and provide little assistance to clinicians seeking to make tangible decisions about patient care. Clinicians most often use multiple vital signs in concert to understand a patient’s state. For example, a low heart rate (bradycardia) can be normal and healthy. However, if a low heart rate occurs in conjunction with an abnormal blood pressure or a low blood oxygen level, this can be cause for concern. Thus, there has been a call for the development of smart alarm systems, which would consider multiple vital signs before triggering an alarm. The hope is that this would reduce false alarms, thus reducing alarm fatigue and leading to improved care. Such a smart alarm system can be viewed as a simple clinical decision support system [18]; it would combine multiple sources of patient information with preexisting health knowledge to produce more accurate alarms that could be used more reliably by clinicians to make decisions about patient care.

Unfortunately, efforts to create smarter alarm systems have been hampered by a number of challenges. Perhaps the most fundamental challenge often faced is a lack of understanding of the number and types of alarms going off in the hospital environment, and which, if any, of these alarms are considered useful by clinicians. A lack of medical device interoperability hampers efforts to collect physiologic signals and alarm records; even within a single hospital, medical devices are designed and manufactured by numerous different vendors, who lack an incentive to expose interfaces for accessing their data in a systematic way. Even when this data is available, retrospective analysis of how alarms may have impacted care is difficult, if not impossible.

To that end, we set out to develop a novel data set including full records of all physiologic signals captured and bedside alarms which sounded in a surgical ICU. In order to understand which alarms were deemed useful by clinicians, we developed a novel, touchscreen-based method to collect clinician annotations on alarm usefulness in real time. In this work, we describe the data collection methodology we used, and give a broad overview of the dataset collected. We leverage the contents of the dataset to provide an in-depth look at the alarm environment of the surgical ICU, with an eye to our planned future work of building smarter alarm systems.

II. Background

Before digital medical devices became widespread, clinicians used analog devices to measure aspects of patient physiology, which was often laborious and time-consuming. Because of the work involved, measurements were usually taken at a low frequency, such as once per hour or once per day. Clinicians would record this information by hand (often in paper records) and review it by visual inspection [19]. Though many analog sensors are still in routine use, the advance of digital technology has enabled the development of a huge number of new digital sensors that have quickly become part of routine clinical care. Many digital sensors can collect data at high frequencies (ranging from 0.01 Hz for devices like continuous glucometers [20] to 100 – 300 Hz for sensors measuring electrical signals generated by the body, like electrocardiograms and electroencephalograms [21]).

Digital medical devices have also enabled new technologies for improved care. For example, as digital signals can also be transmitted easily across long distances, remote monitoring of at-risk patients (often dubbed “telemedicine”) is now possible, expanding the opportunity for rapid response and thus better patient care [22], [23], [24]. In practice, these new technologies mean that clinicians today are not only responsible for physical care of their patients, but are also responsible for coordinating and comprehending patient data over time and among multiple providers and settings, which requires processing and managing vast amounts of information [25].

A. Clinician Data Access

While the amount of available patient data increased dramatically over the past several decades, the way in which clinicians interact with this data has failed to change significantly. Two major ways that clinicians access physiologic data are through electronic health records, and by data visualized on patient bedside monitors.

1) Electronic Health Records: The deluge of medical data in the modern hospital quickly made the limitations of paper-based information management clear [26], and this coupled with mandatory government requirements lead to a rapid shift toward storing patient data digitally in electronic medical records (EMRs) [1]. While EMRs have become ubiquitous within the United States, they serve primarily to store patient data; it is usually difficult or impossible to access, visualize, or analyze data from within the EMR system. Without additional technology, EMRs are “essentially just copies of paper-based records stored in electronic form” [27], but containing an unwieldy amount of data. Additionally, due to lack of interoperability between medical device sensors and EMRs, as well as storage size constraints, it is rare for continuous physiologic data to be stored in EMRs. Most commonly, vital

\[1\]Electronic medical records are also called electronic health records (EHRs). The terms are used interchangeably in the literature.
signs are read from a medical device display (such as a bedside monitor) and hand-entered into a patient’s EMR, resulting in severely downsampled data.

2) Bedside Monitors: Typically, within a patient’s room, a number of different vital sign sensors are connected to a single bedside monitor, which displays sensed data in an attempt to allow clinicians tending to the patient to easily view all of a patient’s current vital signs on one screen. Bedside monitors most commonly display the patient’s electrocardiogram, (if the patient has electrodes placed), respiration rate, heart rate, blood oxygen saturation (via a pulse oximeter), and arterial blood pressure (if a patient has an arterial line inserted). A photo of a bedside monitor can be seen in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A bedside monitor at Penn Presbyterian Medical Center in an (empty) patient room. An annotation tablet, with our application running, is mounted below the lower right side of the screen (see Section IV-A).

Many devices in the ICU, including ventilators, dialysis machines, feeding machines, and even patient beds, produce alarms. However, owing to their ability to connect to a number of different sensors and their presence in every patient room, bedside monitors are often the source of the majority of alarms in the ICU. In particular, many of the alarms produced by bedside monitors are threshold alarms.

B. Threshold Alarms

Many medical devices currently in use, including bedside monitors, are configured to generate threshold alarms, alarms that activate when a specified physiologic signal being measured crosses a predefined threshold [28], [29]. An illustration of a threshold alarm is shown in Figure 2. Threshold alarms allow clinicians to set a certain value (the threshold) for a specific physiologic signal being monitored. If the value of the signal crosses the chosen threshold (either by exceeding it, in the case of a high threshold, or dropping below it, in the case of a low threshold) an alarm is produced to alert a clinician. Threshold alarms may be latched; latched alarms will continue to sound even if the signal re-crosses the threshold to return to the “normal” zone.

As previously described, threshold alarms are particularly susceptible to false alarms [5], [8]. These false alarms can be caused by non-significant, random fluctuations in the patient’s physiologic signals, or by noise due to external stimuli (the most common example is patient movement, which can cause sensors to move, get compressed, or detach from the patient entirely). Threshold alarms are particularly sensitive to these fluctuations for a number of reasons. First, though clinicians can usually manually adjust thresholds to tailor them to their patients, many medical devices have interfaces which make this time-consuming and difficult. Thus, thresholds are often left at default values, which are not appropriate for many patients. A threshold alarm set close to a patient’s normal baseline will alarm for even small or brief deviations in that baseline. Second, by design, threshold alarms cannot take advantage of trend information or waveform shape information that would make them less sensitive to noise or artifact. Third, each threshold alarm is applied to a physiologic data source individually, and so alarms are generated using no contextual information from other physiologic signals. As a result, an alarm triggered from a single source threshold violation may not be cause for concern. For these reasons, threshold alarms are on the whole very poor at separating true changes in patient state from random noise fluctuations. Worse still, even when they do capture a true change in patient state, the presence of an alarm itself provides no contextual information beyond the fact that a single physiologic signal had a value that was outside the threshold at some point in the past [5], [30]. It becomes the task of the clinician to piece together retrospective clues as to why an alarm occurred, which can be an arduous process for even one alarm; the sheer number of alarms going off typically makes this impossible.

III. RELATED WORK

Few studies of physiologic signals have focused on incorporating alarms from existing alarm systems. [31] combined lab tests with monitor alarms to build “SuperAlarm” patterns, which provided fair accuracy at detecting code blue events while maintaining low rates of false alarm. There have been more significant efforts to filter out alarms from existing systems. [17] describes a system that filters out alarms by integrating multiple vital signs using “fuzzy logic.” The system dramatically reduced false alarms and increased sensitivity,
meaning clinicians would be presented with more useful alarms. [32] describes online signal filtering of threshold alarms. However, on the whole, analysis of which alarms are useful is often difficult, and learning to categorize alarms based on utility is rare.

There have been numerous attempts to increase the accuracy of alarm systems by using multiple vital signs in concert. [33], [34], [35] created and evaluated a smarter alarm system by hand-curator sets of rules from clinicians that combined vital signs and produced alerts only when nurses reported that these combinations were indicative of concern. The system was tested with hand-curated data from patients and manual, individual observations, reporting a dramatic decrease in false alarm rate with no true missed events. Alarms during anesthesia have also been the target of decision support development efforts. [36] developed a diagnostic alarm system prototype for monitoring pathological events during anesthesia. [37] created a clinical decision support system to help anesthesiologists identify critical events in patients under spinal analgesia with sedation. These systems reduced time to detect and treat, and the latter reduced the number of episodes of hypoxemia.

Despite these efforts, there remain numerous roadblocks to developing improved alarm systems: access to physiologic signals from patients is often restricted by device manufacturers, and most hospitals do not regularly quantify the number and types of alarms which go off in the ICU, nor do they assess which of these alarms were useful. Without baseline alarm information, it can be difficult to definitively demonstrate that a new clinical decision support system improves over threshold alarms. Few studies have attempted to address these issues. As a followup to their previous work, the most recent alarm study by King et al. collected alarm responses through prospective observations, which was labor intensive and limited the amount of data which could be collected [35]. A landmark study by Bonafide et al. describes efforts to use video to capture physiologic monitor alarms and clinician responses to those alarms [38]. Annotations were added retrospectively through manual review of video footage by clinicians, which dramatically increased the amount of data which could be collected, but was also labor intensive. In contrast, we believe our study is the first to describe a mechanism to capture annotations of alarms by clinicians in a minimally invasive way with no additional retrospective observational labor.

IV. METHODOLOGY

We sought to collect a novel data set that would allow us to gain a better understanding of how many alarms go off in the ICU and which of them are useful. We provide a summary of the data set collected, then present our analysis scheme along with preliminary results.

A. Alarm Data Set Collection Methods

We developed this framework for collecting data at Penn Presbyterian Medical Center. Penn Presbyterian is an urban tertiary care teaching hospital with 331 beds. In each surgical ICU room, a Philips IntelliVue MP70 physiologic monitor is mounted at the bedside. (Each room houses a single patient.) Our objective was to collect all physiologic signals which passed through these bedside monitors and all generated alarms, as well as a set of annotations by clinicians which would indicate which alarms were useful or not, from sixteen beds in the surgical ICU for a period of fifteen months.

Our initial attempts to collect physiologic signal data directly from bedside monitors was unsuccessful, as data output by monitors was encoded in a proprietary fashion, and existing hospital infrastructure was not equipped to support this access point. However, bedside monitors were already configured to send data across the hospital’s network to downstream telemedicine applications via their “eGate” Network Hub. As such, we partnered with Penn Medicine’s Information Services department, who logged these HL7 data packets sampled from the hospital network once per minute as “Journal” files. While the data was at a lower frequency than ideal, using the existing data logs made data acquisition straightforward.

In order to capture alarm data, we requested that the manufacturer of the physiologic monitors in use at the hospital (Philips) enable a software switch that allowed bedside monitors to output alarm messages to the hospital network. In this way, alarm data would be logged with the aforementioned network data as HL7 data packets at a rate of once per minute. Hospital information technology requested an initial testing period to ensure that the hospital network could handle these additional messages and that they did not impact downstream applications. In order to access the logged vital sign and alarm messages, we then developed a File Transfer Application which would first fully de-identify the journal files within the hospital’s firewall, then automatically and securely transfer them from the Information Services department to a secure server for analysis. The architecture of the overall process was IRB approved, and is shown in Figure 3.

In order to collect annotations on alarm utility from clinicians with minimal disruption to clinician workflow, we developed a simple mobile annotation collection application for the Android operating system, and deployed it on Google Nexus 7 tablets. Nexus 7 tablets were selected for their low price and
their large, easily visible displays. A tablet was placed in each patient room of the target surgical ICU, as well as at the two central nursing stations (where each nursing station monitor displays vital signs and alarms alerts for half of the rooms in the ICU). The tablets were affixed using adhesive velcro in an unobtrusive location below the physiologic monitor. (A photo of a tablet affixed to a bedside monitor can be seen in Figure 1.) The tablets were placed near the “alarm silence” button on the bedside monitors (located on the lower right of the monitor screen), for ease of use.

For the tablets mounted at the bedside, the application displays a question (“Was this Alarm Useful?”) and two large buttons (a green “Yes” button and an orange-red “No” button). Both buttons were labeled in addition to color-coding, in case of colorblind users. In addition to the in-room monitor, there exists a central monitoring station located within clinicians’ core workstation. Information from each patient housed in a certain section of the unit is displayed on a central monitor to allow for easy viewing by clinicians who may not be in the room at the time an alarm is triggered. For the tablets mounted at these central monitoring stations, the application displays the same question and two buttons for each of the rooms that that nursing station covered. A screenshot of the application interfaces can be seen in Figure 4. Tablet time was synchronized to NTP time via the tablet’s Wi-Fi connection. Clinicians were invited to provide annotations by pushing the button which appropriately described their view of the utility of current alarms, when it would not cause them an undue burden in the course of patient care. Records of buttons pushed (which did not contain any sensitive information) were transmitted via the hospital’s Wi-Fi connection to a secure server for analysis.

V. RESULTS

We collected the aforementioned data from the surgical ICU for a period of fifteen months (from March 2014 to June 2015). The unique data set we collected has allowed us to quantify the amount of physiologic data that passes through the bedside monitor, the number and type of bedside monitor alarms which sound in the surgical ICU, and to describe which of these alarms were annotated as useful/not useful by clinicians.

A. Data Set Description

In this section, we provide an overview of the physiologic signals, alarms, and clinician annotations collected.

1) Physiologic Signals: For each ICU room we collected an average of 828.8 hours of physiologic signal data per month, where physiologic data was recorded at a frequency of 0.016 Hz (one sample per minute). When physiologic signals were unavailable for a room, it was often because the ICU room in question was empty (in anticipation of a patient, after a patient was discharged, or during cleaning). Table I displays number of samples and percent time available for physiological signals which were present for more than one percent of the time when data was available. Note that the majority of recorded signals were respiration rate (RR), heart rate (HR), pulse oxygenation ($SpO_2$), and, less commonly (as it requires a patient had an arterial line) arterial blood pressure (ABP). Though the data set occasionally contains other signals, these four “vital signs” are sensed for the majority of patients. No other signals routed through the bedside monitor were captured nearly as often. For this reason, further analysis will focus on these four signals (with blood pressure occasionally expressed in its systolic and diastolic components).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Name</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent Present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Rate</td>
<td>5517</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premature Ventricular Contraction</td>
<td>5510</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Rate</td>
<td>5333</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Rate</td>
<td>5077</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Oxygenation</td>
<td>4723</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Arterial Blood Pressure</td>
<td>3339</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic Arterial Blood Pressure</td>
<td>3313</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic Arterial Blood Pressure</td>
<td>3313</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Central Venous Pressure</td>
<td>2289</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Pulmonary Arterial Pressure</td>
<td>1159</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic Mean Pulmonary Arterial Pressure</td>
<td>1139</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic Mean Pulmonary Arterial Pressure</td>
<td>1139</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Quality Index</td>
<td>160.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromyograph</td>
<td>158.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bispectral Index</td>
<td>124.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic Mean Pressure</td>
<td>136.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic Diastolic Pressure</td>
<td>135.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic Systolic Pressure</td>
<td>135.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppression Ratio</td>
<td>124.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Noninvasive Blood Pressure</td>
<td>86.78</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic Noninvasive Blood Pressure</td>
<td>84.08</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic Noninvasive Blood Pressure</td>
<td>84.08</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Temp</td>
<td>57.69</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

AVERAGE COUNT OF PHYSIOLOGIC SIGNALS RECORDED PER ROOM IN ONE MONTH.

![Fig. 4. Screenshot of the annotation applications allowing clinicians to provide alarm annotations. On the left, the display presented at the bedside in each room. On the right, the display presented at the nursing stations, which allows annotation of multiple rooms.](image-url)
Signals displayed by the bedside monitor do not encompass all physiologic signals used by clinicians to make decisions about the care of their patients. We chose to focus on these signals as they are monitored for all patients and tend to be the primary signals used by clinicians as they monitor a patient’s overall status. While the frequency of the physiologic data we acquired for the dataset was not as high as we had originally hoped, we expect that the granularity of the data is high enough to capture adverse the majority of signal changes that would truly indicate the need for an alarm.

2) Alarms: Philips IntelliVue MP70 bedside monitors include three clinical alarm levels (“Green,” “Yellow,” and “Red” alarms, ranging from least urgent to most urgent, respectively). The vast majority of alarms issued in the ICU are Green (mostly technical alarms) and Yellow (which include vital sign threshold alarms). Yellow and Red alarms produce auditory alerts and visual on-screen alerts; Green alarms only produce visual alerts. All alerts can be silenced for a short period of time through a button on the bedside monitor or nursing station.

First, we calculated the average number of hours out of a twenty-four hour day that some alarm is going off for each clinical alarm level (see Figure 5). For each bed a yellow or red alarm is sounding for almost 11 out of the 24 hours of an average day. As ICUs at large hospitals often have between 16 and 20 beds, yellow alarms are sounding near-constantly.

Table II lists the most common bedside monitor alarms, along with their types. The “Hours Per Bed Per Month” column displays the number of hours said alarm went off for a single bed over the course of the average month of monitoring. (For space reasons, alarms which went off for less than one hour per month not included in the table.) Among the most common alarms are numerous threshold alarms, particularly those for $SpO_2$ (which is a particularly noisy vital sign) as well as for ABP (which often has particularly tight threshold cutoffs). Also high on this list are alarms related to premature ventricular contractions (PVC), which trigger when a patient experiences a particular type of irregular heartbeat. In Figure 6, we plot each alarm type’s alarming frequency (the average hours per bed per month that the alarm is triggered) ordered from most frequent to least. This figure illuminates the types of alarms that contribute to alarm density in the ICU. A few types of alarms make up a bulk of the alarms which go off; while the distribution has a long tail (there are many different alarm types), most of these are very rare. Thus a reduction in the most common alarms could have a significant impact in overall alarm burden. This coupled with even simple counts of which alarms are going off the most can have a dramatic impact on practice of care. Six months into the data collection period, armed with the information that Pair PVCs were the most common yellow alarms (sounding for hundreds of hours

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alarm Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hours Per Bed Per Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpO &lt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>9.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABP Reduce Size</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABPm &gt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some ECG AlarmsOff</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO Sensor Off</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>7.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABPm &lt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO Low Perf</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RR &lt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVP Reduce Size</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP Reduce Size</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcgOut Equip Malf</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pair PVCs</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resp Leads Off</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBP Interrupted</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RR &gt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABPs &lt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiform PVCs</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CVPm &gt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAPm &gt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO No Pulse</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Irregular HR</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA Lead Off</td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABPs &gt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HR &gt;</strong></td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL Lead Off</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. For each bed, the number of hours of each day (out of 24) where some alarm is going off for, from left to right, “Green”, “Yellow”, and “Red” alarm levels.

Fig. 6. Frequency of alarms plotted in order from most frequent to least frequent. A power curve fit to the data is superimposed in yellow. A long tail of alarms which occurred no more than once per month was truncated to improve graph legibility.
each month), the surgical ICU in question decided to begin automatically suppressing Pair PVC alarms, as the alarms were already considered non-actionable and thus only served as a nuisance, which eliminates nearly three hours of nuisance alarm sounds per bed per month.

3) Annotations: Annotations, while the most novel part of the dataset, are also the most challenging to analyze. Over the course of the study, we collected over 3500 unique annotations. We suspect some of these are erroneous, as some occur when no vital signs are being recorded on the bedside monitor.3 However, most of these erroneous annotations can be removed with little difficulty; we have attempted to remove as many as possible, and have identified many specific cases of definitively labeled alarms in the annotations that remain.

Figure 7 displays the cumulative number of each type of annotation, as well as total annotations, acquired during the data collection period. On the whole, clinicians provided significantly more annotations indicating alarms were not useful than annotations indicating alarms were useful, lending further credence to initial discussions of alarms as mostly false. The figure also illustrates that as the data collection period progressed, clinicians provided fewer annotations, an expected result of clinicians being desensitized to the presence of the annotation tablets. In anticipation of this, we scheduled four separate visits to the ICU over the course of the data collection period to remind clinicians of the goals of the ongoing study and encouraging their participation. Arrows indicate times when educational inservices were held, and we note increases in provided annotations after each of these inservices. The flat area on the graph, marked with an asterisk, demarcates a period during which the ICU in question relocated to a different wing of the hospital and thus we were forced to suspend annotation collection.

In Table III, we break down the numbers of annotations made per month by the two tablet locations, the bedside tablets and the nursing station tablets. On the whole, more annotations were made via the nursing station tablets than via the bedside tablets, which mirrors feedback provided by nurses, who indicated they often silence alarms from the nursing stations as it is more efficient (they can review multiple rooms at once) and does not require disturbing the patient. Second, we note that non-useful alarms were more often logged from the tablets mounted at the central monitoring stations, while useful alarms were more often logged from the bedside tablets. As clinicians were instructed to provide annotations in the course of their usual care, we hypothesize that a useful alarm would be more likely to prompt a nurse to visit a patient at the bedside, where they would enter their annotation, while obviously false alarms could safely be dismissed from the nursing station, outside the patient’s room.

The design of our annotation collection procedure was intended to minimize the impact of providing annotations on clinicians. As such, annotations were provided voluntarily, not at random, and the annotations may be biased. For example, clinicians may have provided annotations only for those alarms they felt most strongly about, or those alarms which were easiest to categorize. However, as the goal of this data set is to enable the creation of smarter alarm systems, and any such system must be designed with clinician satisfaction in mind, such bias may be a useful indication of clinicians’ priorities when addressing alarms. Additionally, as we have previously described, the alarm environment is so saturated with alarms that any reduction in false alarms would lead to improvement.

The proliferation of alarms in the ICU means that the number of annotations provided is far smaller than the total number of alarms, meaning many alarms in the data set do not have annotations. Again, we believe that even a small subset of annotated alarms could help guide the development process for a smarter alarm system. Previous efforts to develop such systems relied on far fewer annotations (owing to the labor involved in curating them), but were still able to achieve reductions in false alarm rates. We believe our work only builds on these efforts. Information about clinician opinion of alarm utility as provided by our annotation set has not previously been available at scale in alarm reduction research. We believe a large enough set of these sort of annotations, logged in real-time by clinicians with minimal impact to their

---

3 Some of these erroneous annotations likely occurred when the tablets were being wiped with cleaning solution while the room was empty.

---

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bedside</th>
<th>Central Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>92.67</td>
<td>204.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>57.56</td>
<td>44.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150.2</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III**

Average numbers of alarm annotations provided by clinicians via tablets, per month, with breakdowns by location and type. “No” annotations indicated the current alarm was not useful. “Yes” annotations indicated the current alarm was useful.
workflow, provides a major missing component of current research efforts, which we will capitalize on in future work.

B. Multivariate Analysis

While we reserve more in-depth analysis for future work, in an effort to illustrate the relationship between the four major vital signs we captured, we performed a preliminary multivariate analysis. Figure 8 plots several thousand pairs of these four major vital signs, drawn from a random subset of patients. To highlight major clusters of typical vital sign values, we used a one-class SVM [39] with a radial basis function kernel ($\nu = 0.5$, $\gamma = 0.1$) and set our outliers fraction to $\%0.5$. This simple plotting alone reveals several relationships that could not be captured by simple threshold alarms. For example, it is clear that there is a non-linear relationship between respiration rate (RR) and $\text{SpO}_2$; Any single threshold on RR would thus produce a large number of alarms. While 8 does not immediately reveal a solution for creating smarter alarms, it does suggest relationships between vital signs might be useful in further investigation.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work outlines a new data set intended to enable the study of physiologic monitor alarms. We outlined the collection process for the data contained in the data set, including a novel clinician annotation collection mechanism using tablets affixed to bedside monitors in patient rooms. We described the data collected, attempting to provide some insight into the type and frequency of the large number of alarms present in the surgical ICU, and described the annotations provided by clinicians in response to those alarms.

Preliminary analysis of the described data set confirms that threshold alarms occur with high frequency in the surgical ICU, a large portion of these alarms are deemed not useful by clinicians, and that threshold alarms are inadequate to identify meaningful changes in physiologic signals. Our description of the data hints at numerous interesting relationships between physiologic signals, and planned future work will build on this foundation to provide further insights into strategies for false alarm reduction.
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Fig. 8. Plots of each pair of four most commonly collected physiologic signals. Clusters are outlined with a red dashed line. Density of points represented by blue-white-orange (low to high) color grade.


